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In the big defence debate, one thing is settled. Australia should not and need not choose 
between building our military to defend the continent, or secure our neighbourhood, or send 
forces to uphold our interests in distant places like Iraq. Everyone agrees we need to do all of 
these things, at least to some degree.  

The question now is what kinds of forces give Australia the best options to do this. That was 
the question the Government was meant to address in the defence update launched last week 
by the Prime Minister and his Defence Minister, Robert Hill. Their answer seems to be "more 
army". But on closer inspection it is not so clear. In the muddle some basic strategic truths are 
getting lost.  

In its 2000 defence white paper, the Government decided that to do all three of our strategic 
jobs, Australia needed two kinds of capability: high-tech air and naval forces able to fight 
conflicts at sea and in the air, including, if necessary, in defence of our continent and region, 
and highly deployable land forces to help stabilise our neighbourhood. Both sets of forces 
could join coalition operations with allies in far-off places if necessary.  

But that was before September 11, 2001. Since then, the Government has been trying to 
decide what, if anything, the war on terrorism means for our defence needs. Judging from last 
week's defence update, it still hasn't decided. The update "continues the principles of the 2000 
white paper" but also stresses important changes to Australia's strategic environment since 
September 11.  

John Howard summed it up when he said the update "does not represent a major departure 
from the white paper. But it does more sharply recognise in the circumstances of 2005 the 
need to provide additional firepower, additional capacity to the army". That was the rationale 
for the centrepiece of the day: the announcement of a program to build a "hardened and 
networked army".  

This program is the fruit of several years of vigorous lobbying by the army, keen to resurrect 
the old idea that the best, or only, way for Australia to support its strategic interests is to send 
the army to do the job. It is an idea with instinctive appeal to Howard, who has a soft spot for 
the service that did so well for him in East Timor. In the post-September 11 world, this seemed 
to mean we should base our defences around increasing our ability to send troops to fight 
alongside US forces in support of the Bush doctrine, wherever this might lead. The 
Government's decision to buy Abrams tanks for the army looked like the first step in the 
transformation of the army that this strategy would require.  

But with the announcement, it is clear that no such transformation is going to take place. 
Those who worried the army might become a miniature version of the US Army or Marines will 
be reassured. Those in army who hoped this might happen should be disappointed.  

It is hard to see that the announcement amounts to anything much. There are no plans to buy 
more significant equipment or capabilities for the army. In fact — apart from the Abrams tanks 
— almost all of the equipment for the "hardened and networked army" was included in the 



2000 white paper. When it's over, the army will be no more hardened and networked than it 
was going to be before. It will simply have been reorganised, with the same equipment 
distributed in a different way among a slightly larger number of troops. No big deal.  

So, despite the rhetoric, Australia will not be able to rely on our new hardened and networked 
army to deliver the strategic weight we need to protect our interests. For that we will need to 
rely on our naval and air forces, which, in regional terms, carry more punch than our army is 
ever likely to. Australia has the most potent air and naval forces south of China and east of 
India. We need to keep it that way.  

For that reason, the most important passage in last week's defence update may turn out to be 
the paragraph about the navy, which made it clear the Government says the primary role of 
our maritime forces is to transport and protect the army when it is sent overseas. On this 
model, the other services have little, if any, independent strategic role. This is consistent with 
the army's ambition to be Australia's primary strategic instrument, and with the Government's 
decisions to spend huge sums on air warfare, destroyers and big amphibious ships, and less 
on new strike fighters. But unless we have a much bigger and harder army to move around 
than the Government is now planning, it is a recipe for reducing Australia's strategic weight in 
our region and the world.  

For Australia, air and naval forces deliver more strategic weight per dollar than land forces in 
many critical circumstances. The Government's affection for the army should not obscure this 
important strategic fact.  
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